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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to explore the role of cognitive decision effort in recommendation system, combined with indicators "information quality" and "service quality" from IS success model to exam the awareness of the user for the "recommended system performance". A total of 411 internet user answered a questionnaire assessing their attention of use and satisfaction of recommendation system in internet book store. Quantitative result indicates following research results. First, information quality of recommended system has obvious influence in consumer shopping decision-making process, and the attitude to use the system. Second, in the process of consumer's shopping decision-making, the recommendation system has no significant influence for consumers to pay lower cognitive decision-making effort. Third, e-commerce platform provides recommendations and information is necessary, but the quality of information on user needs must be considered, or they will be other competitors offer homogeneous services replaced.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the domestic Internet population continues to rise, the consumer online shopping habits to promote e-commerce market value has doubled, used in e-commerce marketing strategy has also emerged. Most consumers will buy the product before the first Internet search-related product information than the majority of users experience more compelling business marketing advertising [1].In this study, we attempts to explore the perspective of consumer decision-making and rethink the recommendation system performance issues base on information system quality and how the recommendations to influence consumer decisions. The system performance was measured by customer satisfaction. The main purposes of this study are as follows: (a) the quality of recommendation system impact on consumer decision-making. (b) Explore the recommended information on consumer decision-making. (c) With the consumer point of view of cognitive thinking decision making, evaluation recommended to improve system performance and future direction.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Recommended system
Although embedded in the site recommendation system which has been shopping information processing as a part of,
Todd and Benbasat had series experiments of decision support information systems [8-13]. It showed that decision-making through information technology assistance must be put more efforts to achieve higher accuracy. Taylor [14] pointed out that human cognition is largely replaced by information tools to aid in the face of decision-making environment; the cognitive effort will reduce the information systems supporting the environment.

However, Fogg and Nass [15] found that computer users are still very value of information systems to assist in the completion of the work. Their study subjects complete a task within assistance from the information system. A study of Bechwati and Xia [16] also pointed out that consumer decision-making satisfaction will be a positive experience when consumer cognitive efforts are supplemented by information generated by the auxiliary system.

**D. IS success model**

In 1992, DeLone & McLean combined with the results of many empirical studies to develop *Information System Success Model*, include information quality and system quality assessment of information system success model [4]. In 2003, DeLone & McLean amendments ISS model [17], according to the view from Pitt [18] in 1995 that based on the original IS Success Model, presented the views of service quality should be added to the model system. And adjust the model to six indicators: *System quality, Information quality, Service quality, Use, User satisfaction* and *Net benefit*. (Fig. 1)

**Fig. 1 IS Success Model**

Recommendation system is like the general DSS, reliance on external data provided by the user before it can meet the user needs to provide decision support information. Corresponds to the online store's recommendation system, the user need only enter a small part of the message, we recommend the system will self-extract the behavior of other consumer information, consumers do not need to carry out other operations. Just in decision-making process to determine whether to adopt the recommendation system to provide the information. Therefore, the assessment recommended system quality and reliability of the information generated on the Internet is more important to consumers [19].

Unlike the previous information systems success study investigated from the perspective of the user to take the use of information systems, this study from the user point of view, assessment of information quality and recommendation system is able to influence consumer service quality the behavior of those who buy goods and satisfaction. Therefore, in this study use the information system success model assessment index as measured of the consumer evaluating recommendation system reference factors.

**III. RESEARCH METHODS**

**A. Research design**

This study focused on e-commerce environment, the recommended system is able to influence consumer purchase decisions, significant benefits to consumers, and this research will examine the scope of Internet users in the group setting.

In addition, the subjects experienced the background of the site must meet the following conditions: (a) A site with a considerable size: the target site must have a certain amount of site users to be able to collect a sample of a certain number of studies to be undertaken. (b) This study investigated the consumption of consumer behavior on the site for decision-making mode, it will be affected by the impact of recommendation systems, so the site must allow consumers behavior, and the recommended mechanism is highly related.

**B. IS success model**

Recommended information generated by the system, generally including the recommended way, recommended product types, and network evaluation of three parts. Buy recommendations on the site will affect consumers shopping information in decision-making cognition. Cognitive decision-making efforts from the perspective of the role of recommendation system is to reduce the effort required by consumers (*Decision Costs*). Through rational analysis, product recommendation information is sufficient to meet the needs of consumers purchasing decision? Whether the consumer can be recommended because of the use of information and speed up decision-making process? The above information for consumers is to assess the value of the main factors recommended [2]. Therefore, the study recommended that the system can generate the recommendation information through its quality, and recommended service quality, to discuss the recommendation system to help consumers in decision-making process the feelings experienced by, and affect customer satisfaction with the system after use degree and a sense of trust, and to assess the effectiveness of the system, and then with the system link between the commitment.

Therefore, this study successful models of information systems evaluation criteria for reference, that the impact assessment of consumer recommendation system for the important independent variables for the *System Quality* and *Service Quality*, it will affect consumer satisfaction with the recommendation system, and the impact consumer perception of the system benefits and trust, and the future once again the intention of using the same system. In consumers shopping decision making process, recommendation system really
reduce the consumers have to pay the cognitive effort, the way through intermediaries to explore the possibility of an impact. The research framework presented in Figure 2.

C. Hypothesis

Based on the research framework and the operational definition of variables, assumptions of this study are as follows:

H1: System Quality of recommendation system will negatively affect the user’s cognitive decision-making efforts.

H2: Service quality of recommendation system will negatively affect the user’s cognitive decision-making efforts.

H3: Users of the “cognitive decision effort” has negative impacts on user’s satisfaction.

H4: User’s Cognitive decision-making efforts will negatively affect the perceived benefit.

H5: User’s Cognitive decision-making efforts will negatively affect the user’s commitment.

H6: User’s Cognitive decision-making efforts will negatively affect the user’s trust.

D. Sampling methods

As the object of this study to the network bookstore shopping in Taiwan population, the subjects should have the basic understanding of the use of the network, so this research online survey was conducted to collect the sample, the survey questionnaire set up in website, and through BBS stations, discussion boards and forums, virtual community information published questionnaires, respondents to answer in the questionnaire after completion of the web site survey. In this study, SEM was used to analyze results. Therefore, expected recovery of the sample should be larger than 200 samples in order to achieve the sample using the SEM analysis of demand for numbers [20]. To improve the response rate and increase the number of samples, in addition to other widely publicized, this study will increase the raffle as an incentive to attract more people to complete the questionnaire. Moreover, online questionnaires because they are not face to face, so cannot confirm whether there is one problem more programs to prevent duplication of answer, the questionnaire will ask respondents had left behind in the e-mail, for identification. Also, to avoid the subjects did not truthfully answer the test questions added to the questionnaire, if the answer does not meet the standards of the questionnaire is considered invalid, if the main content of more than half did not fill or check all the same, is also all invalid questionnaires.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Basic data analysis sample

Internet users in this study as the research object bookstore, a total of 411 were recovered, after remove the invalid questionnaires, 343 valid questionnaires. Cronbach’s α value of the future in order to conduct reliability test, measurement item questionnaire asked whether the internal consistency. Table 1 shows all dimensions are greater than 0.8, α straight, with good reliability. (Table. I)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential dimensions</th>
<th>Cronbach’s α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System quality</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service quality</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive decision-making efforts</td>
<td>0.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived benefit</td>
<td>0.859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment (with intent)</td>
<td>0.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived competence trust</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived integrity of the trust</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived emotional trust</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Structural Equation Modeling

Based on the assumptions and research framework to establish an overall framework of the map to AMOS model is expressed as to Figure 3. Evaluation model to measure the overall pattern in accordance with the basic goodness of fit within the two parts to fit to the evaluation, the basic goodness of fit must first check whether there is offending estimates. Internal models based on Bagozzi & Yi [21] recommendations
to the reliability of individual items, the composition of latent variables and latent variable reliability of the average variance extracted amount measured in three areas.

C. Discriminant validity

Mainly used to assess the dimensions of the Questioner key difference between the other dimensions of the degree, if the measurement model has discriminant validity, the dimensions of the coefficient of each other dimensions must be less than the coefficient itself, that is, and each diagonal value must be greater than all non-diagonal values, the dimensions of this study are consistent with its provisions, so the whole, have discriminant validity.

D. Structural model evaluation

Assess the overall model fit indexes can fit level (Goodness-of-Fit Index) that is used to determine the hypothetical model and the actual data fit the situation. Chi-square value is the level used to test fit the situation, but due to chi-square value will be the impact of sample size, therefore, can be calculated by chi-square and the ratio of degrees of freedom, the future level of fit to conduct the comparison between models. Chi-square degrees of freedom is generally recommended ratio of between 1 to 3 [21-22], the degree of freedom of the chi-square ratio of 3.16, close to the generally recommended ratio of between 1 to 3, the value must be greater than 0.80. Therefore, this study fit the ideal level of performance have not yet attained.

RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation) smaller when the index, said the model has good fit and usually less than 0.05 as the "good fit", .05 to .08 can be considered as "not bad fit", this study The RMSEA value of 0.08, from 0.08 to 0.1 is the Normal fit, but if the table is greater than 0.1 is a poor fit, RMSEA value of 0.14, this study has reached the standard level of bad fit.

E. Path analysis

This study used statistical software AMOS structural equation modeling to conduct analysis; to test the hypothesis is significant. The test result shown in Table III.

V. Conclusion

With the emergence of electronic commerce, how to get more customers and understand customer needs, thereby creating a profit, is required for many of the website, then the recommendation system came into being. This study from the user perspective, based on the IS success model, combining cognitive decision-making point of view the operation of the performance of recommendation systems. Although the fit of the model output for the standard has not yet reached the threshold, but some of the recommendation system can ascertain the relationship with the user.

a. With help from Information system, people can still significantly reduce the time have to pay during the decision-making efforts, and reduce decision-making costs.

b. When users feel that they pay the cost of the decision-making and not reduce because of the help from information systems, for the satisfaction of the system will
show negative attitudes. Also, the effectiveness of the site awareness, a sense of trust will have negative effects.

This study is based on the IS success model by adding decision-making and strive to explore the cognitive factor, but did not show a better explanatory power of research findings, suggested that future researchers can consider other point of view of the user recommendation system is really impact on consumer behavior.

Due to the small sample size did not adjust the variable part of the future, researchers can adjust the variables included to explore, to understand the type of product, and the user expertise and so will affect the decision-making behavior of consumers.
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